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THE FACTS
With the increased global focus on sustainability
and recycling, remanufacturing is becoming more
and more popular. The automotive aftermarket
has a long tradition of remanufacturing major
components and even safety related items such
as brake calipers are accepted, and sometimes
favoured by end users. A quality remanufactured
component offers OE equivalent performance
while giving cost benefits as well as saving on raw
materials and energy.

Meritor are market leaders for remanufactured air disc brakes, and we invest a great deal of
engineering time and resource to ensure our remanufactured calipers are fit for purpose in terms
of fit, function and reliability.

There are many remanufactured calipers available in the market,
from many different sources – but are all remanufactured product the
same?
We recently completed a study of various remanufactured calipers
available in the European aftermarket. Some of our findings were
quite surprising and we think it right to share them with you.
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STANDARDS
A number of sample calipers were purchased at random, both remanufactured versions of
Knorr and Meritor calipers, from across Europe. These were then analysed by our Quality
Engineers and compared with the Meritor remanufacturing specification.

Structural
Integrity

Performance
Integrity

Meritor Standard

Inferior Standard - Possible Consequences

Safety
Related

Bolt Grade

Tensile strength rating to match OE.

Bolt breakage - structural failure of caliper.

Yes

New Bolts

100%

Plating of reclaimed bolts can affect heat treatment. Reclaimed
bolts subject to possible breakage - structural failure of caliper

Yes

Bolt Tightening
Torques

As per original design specifications.

Possible fatigue failure of bolt, bolts loosen - structural failure of
caliper.

Yes

Replacement Parts

OE or tested and approved to Meritor specifications - no ‘off the
shelf’.

Possible component fatigue, excessive wear, leakage - structural
failure of caliper or reduced braking efficiency.

Yes

Sealing

100% new seals and gaskets. Seated correctly. No water ingress.

Water ingress - corrosion of brake mechanism. Incorrect function
of caliper.

Yes

Running Clearance

0.7 to 1.2mm

Below limit - Risk of excessive pad wear, hot running brake, caliper
locking. Above limit - reduced brake efficiency.

Yes

Tappet Syncronisation

Product type dependent - as per original design specifications.

Reduced brake efficiency, possible hot running brake, taper pad
wear.

Yes

Potentiometer Setting

Set in accordance with Knorr information and setting tool.

Incorrect signal given. Pads changed too early or too late.

Yes

Bearing Surfaces

Clean, free from wear and pitting.

Incorrect function of caliper, reduced brake efficiency.

Yes

Cleanliness/
Contamination

Caliper free from dirt, rust, shot and other all contamination.

Incorrect function of caliper, reduced brake efficiency.

Yes

Lubrication

Grease to OE specification, clean and free from contamination.

Incorrect function of caliper, reduced brake efficiency.

Yes

Packaging

5 Ply Double Wall indusrial cardboard - Banded.

Possible damage to caliper in transit.

No

Traceability

Securely attached Meritor plate, production code engraved into
plate, or on unit, and packaging.

Unable to identify manufacturer or production batch in the even of
an issue.

No

Cosmetics

All rust, dirt removed. Unit painted in Meritor Red.

Poor caliper appearance.

No

Other

The Meritor remanufacturing specification has been developed using the years of accumulated
knowledge of brake system design and remanufacturing processes.
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FINDINGS
Each caliper was tested and vital characteristics such as running clearance, tappet synchronisation and wear sensor
performance were logged. Each caliper was then carefully dismantled whilst recording fastener tightening torques,
lubrication methods, sealing integrity and general state of workmanship. Other criteria such as cosmetics, product
traceability and packaging were also noted.
Each caliper was then graded against the Meritor remanufacturing standard. The findings are summarised on the
following tables. A single instance of bad practise or a minor fault that could affect caliper function or reliability is
identified
, serious defects or multiple instances of bad practise are identified
.

Meritor ELSA2 Caliper Examples:

COMPETITORS

A
Acceptable?

Structural
Integrity

Performance
Integrity

Other

B
Safety

Acceptable?

C
Safety

Acceptable?

Acceptable?

Safety

Acceptable?

G
Safety

Acceptable?

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✗

New Bolts

✗

✓

✗

✗

✓

✓

Bolt Tightening
Torques

✗

✗

✓

✗

✓

✓

Replacement Parts

✗

✗

✓

✗

✓

✗

Sealing

✗

✗

✗

✗

✓

✓

Running Clearance

✗

✗

✗

✓

✓

?

Tappet
Syncronisation

?!

?!

✗

✓

?

Bearing Surfaces

✗

✗

✗

✓

✓

✗

Cleanliness/
Contamination

✗

✗

✗

✗

✓

✓

Lubrication

✓

✓

✗

✗

✓

✗

Packaging

✓

✓

✗

✓

✓

✓

Traceability

✗

✓

✗

✗

?

✓

Cosmetics

✓

✗

✗

✓

✓

✓

Acceptable against Meritor specifications

✗

Not acceptable against Meritor specifications
Bad practise or single fault which may affect caliper function or reliability.
Serious defect or multiple faults which may affect caliper function or reliability.
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Safety

F

Bolt Grade

✓

?!

D

Could not be measured, caliper function incorrect

Safety

Knorr SN7 Caliper Examples:

COMPETITORS

A
Acceptable?

Structural
Integrity

Performance
Integrity

Other

B
Safety

Acceptable?

C
Safety

Acceptable?

D
Safety

Acceptable?

E
Safety

Acceptable?

H
Safety

Acceptable?

Bolt Grade

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✗

New Bolts

✗

✓

✗

✗

✓

✓

Bolt Tightening
Torques

✗

✗

✓

✗

✓

✓

Replacement Parts

✗

✗

✓

✗

✓

✗

Sealing

✗

✗

✗

✗

✓

✓

Running Clearance

✗

✗

✗

✓

✓

?

Tappet
Syncronisation

?!

?!

✗

✓

?

Bearing Surfaces

✗

✗

✗

✓

✓

✗

Cleanliness/
Contamination

✗

✗

✗

✗

✓

✓

Lubrication

✓

✓

✗

✗

✓

✗

Packaging

✓

✓

✗

✓

✓

✓

Traceability

✗

✓

✗

✗

?

✓

Cosmetics

✓

✗

✗

✓

✓

✓

✓

Acceptable against Meritor specifications

✗

Not acceptable against Meritor specifications

Safety

Bad practise or single fault which may affect caliper function or reliability.
Serious defect or multiple faults which may affect caliper function or reliability.
?!

Could not be measured, caliper function incorrect

As you can see every one of the calipers tested contained some bad practice and all contained a fault, a component
or a process that put the reliability and safe functioning of the caliper at risk. All contained components, materials or
assembly methods that we consider to be inferior to that of a Meritor remanufactured caliper.
Now some detailed examples of what we found:
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EXAMPLES
1)

Caliper Function

	Of the 10 calipers tested, 5 of them failed to give correct running clearance or tappet synchronisation after
basic testing, in fact two could not be tested at all as faulty assembly meant that they were locked up and
non-functioning.

Competitor B

2)

Operating Lever could not
be moved due to incorrect
assembly

Bolt Tightening Torques

	Incredibly, 8 out of 10 calipers tested had bolts and fasteners tightened below recommended torque levels.
Correct tightening torques are absolutely vital to caliper structural integrity and the correct and reliable
functioning of a brake caliper.

Competitor A

Competitor D

6

All Bridge bolts incorrectly
torqued, one bolt only
‘finger tight’

Cover fixing screws
incorrectly torqued. Risk of
inadequate sealing.

3)	Use of Reclaimed Bolts and Plating of Bolts, Bolts of Incorrect Tensile Strength Rating
	As policy Meritor do not use reclaimed bolts, we only ever use new bolts that match the OE tensile strength
specification. Reclaiming bolts can be subject to possible breakage and plating of reclaiming bolts can
adversely affect heat treatment and therefore tensile strength. 6 of the calipers tested in this study had
reclaimed bolts or bolts of incorrect tensile rating.

Competitor G
Competitor H

New bolts used but no bolt
grade shown and therefore
of unknown and uncertified
tensile strength.

Competitor E

Reclaimed, re-plated bolts.
Uncertain tensile strength.

Competitor B

Rusty, damaged bolts reused.
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EXAMPLES
4)

Lubrication

	Grease should be as close as possible to OE specification. Each caliper design has specific requirements for grease
mechanical and heat properties. Meritor uses 5 different greases across our remanufactured caliper range, all
specially matched to caliper design. Each caliper tested here uses a ‘generic’ none matched grease – incorrect
grease can result in reduced brake efficiency and function. Appropriate quantities of grease also need to be used.

Competitor D

Competitor E

5)

Generic red grease. Tested
and found to have poor high
temperature qualities.

Virtually no grease used on
adjuster mechanism.

Bearing Surfaces

	Meritor ensure that bearing surfaces are always clean, free from excessive wear, pitting and contamination –
all vital to ensure correct caliper function. Several examples of bad practise and faults were found.

Competitor B

Heavy wear and pitting on
bearing faces.

Competitor C

Competitor A
Competitor B

8

Guide pin bearing surface
contaminated with paint
and adhesive.

6)

General Component Reclaim

	Meritor will only reclaim and re-use components that ensure the correct performance and structural integrity
of the caliper. Quality and reliability come before cost. Many of the remanufactured calipers tested contained
components that would be scrapped by Meritor.

Competitor C

Competitor H

Competitor A
Competitor B
Competitor C

Reclaimed seal, dirty
and heavily corroded
components used.

Badly damaged adjuster
re-used.

Grooves worn in Pad
Carrier abutments can
cause pads to ‘lock’,
negatively affecting caliper
braking performance.

Competitor D
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EXAMPLES
7)

Cleanliness and Contamination

	Any contamination or lack of cleanliness with a caliper can adversley affect the caliper mechanism and risk
correct brake function. We found these examples of badly contaminated calipers and general lack of care.

Competitor D

Competitor A
Competitor C

Shot residue from
cleaning process left in
caliper.

Calipers not completely
dismantled prior to
cleaning, shot residue left
in calipers.

Competitor H

Competitor A
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Adjuster grease heavily
contaminated with rust.

TO SUMMARIZE…
Not all Reman calipers are the same. And Meritor ones are truly the best
Meritor remanufactured brake calipers come with the backing of OE technical expertise, they are produced in
efficient, fully industrialised remanufacturing facilities using the latest techniques.
They are engineered to the highest standards designed to give you peace of mind.

Meritor uses its extensive engineering capability to ensure that the performance of a Meritor
Remanufactured product is equal to or better than the original.
NON MERITOR PRODUCTS

MERITOR DESIGNED PRODUCTS

3D Scanning

OE Design intent review

Modelling
Material Analysis

OE Manufacturing process
application

Reverse Engineering

OE Parts

Design Review

OE Production testing

Part validation against known
vehicle test requirements

Meritor has earned the 2016 Frost & Sullivan Customer
Value Leadership Award for its focused customer value
enhancement strategies, which include:
■	A wide range of competitively priced
remanufactured products supported by warranties
that are the same as for new OE parts across
Europe
■	Service delivery that provides a distinct advantage
over other IAM and OES remanufacturers in Europe
■	A dedicated, comprehensive distribution network for
parts delivery across Europe in 24 to 48 hours —
the fastest in the industry
■	The most experienced sales force and training
teams dedicated to outstanding customer service.

Why take the risk on anything less?
Choose

Meritor

visit meritorpartsonline.com/europe
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YOU CAN CONTACT US
■ FRANCE

0810 811267

■ SPAIN

901 51 22 14

■ PORTUGAL

808 20 08 81

■ GERMANY

0180 1 OOO 402

■ AUSTRIA

0810 8 100 41

■ ITALY

848 881 078

■ UK & IRELAND

845 606 7733

■ NETHERLANDS

0900 202 0348

■ BELGIUM

078 15 1372

■ LUXEMBOURG

273 02012

■ RUSSIA & CIS

+41 (0) 44 8248281

■ CEE

+44 (0) 1527 503950

■ EXPORT

+44 (0) 1527 503950

■ SCANDINAVIA

+44 (0) 1527 503950

■ BALKANS

+41 (0) 44 8248200

Distributed by

MB1001ENNEW

visit meritorpartsonline.com/europe
You can find us on:

The designated trademarks are registered marks of their respective owners and Meritor and its affiliates are not commercially connected,
affiliated, or associated with any of the owners of such marks. The Meritor products presented herein are not endorsed or authorized by
any of the trademark owners.

Meritor Aftermarket Switzerland AG
Neugutstrasse 89,
8600 Dübendorf, Switzerland
Telephone Number: +41 (0) 44 824 8200
Meritor Aftermarket UK Limited
Unit 1 Broad Ground Road, Lakeside Industrial Estate,
Redditch, Worcestershire, B98 8YS, U.K.
Telephone Number: +44 (0) 1527 50 3950
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